
I Water Measurement

M170  RESIDENTIAL 
MULTI-JET WATER METER
COLD WATER

 

Brief information 

The M170 is a multi-jet water meter that has been designed for very 
accurate water measurement. All parts are manufactured to the 
highest specifications and the latest test procedures prove every 
meter’s accuracy prior to despatch. The meter is approved to 
ISO4064 Class B in the horizontal position and Class A in the 
vertical position.

Robustness

The meter is capable of high flows for a short period of time. The 
meter is manufactured from the highest quality materials for 
maximum resistance to wear and corrosion. One example of this, is 
the jewelled rotor bearings which are used to provide flow sensitivity 
and long life. All  meters have a mesh filter for aditional protection 
against debris.

Register

The register is super dry and guarantees excellent security through 
a snap-fit locking system. The register has 360º rotation, ensuring 
easy readability. A copper can register with glass lens is also 
available.

Valuable management information can be obtained via a pulse unit 
available on the plastic register version.

Security

These meters have a number of security features which protect it 
from tampering.

 Snap-fit locking register and shroud system;

 Anti-fraud ring that will prevent the meter being opened after 
installation;

 Reliable anti-fraud indication system, which allows tampering to 
be detected.

MAIN FEATURES

 Multi-Jet meter Class “B”, Magnetic 
transmission;

 INMETRO Approval (Brazil Version);

 PTB Approval;

 Excellent wear resistance and good 
performance at low flow rates;

 Performance at or above the required NBR 
NM 212 and ISO 4064;

 Register super dry IP68;

 Register versions: Copper+Glass, Plastic.

Optional

 Hot Pin steel Shield;

 Maximum registration 99.999m³;

 Customer logo in register;

 Pulse Enable reed switch K=1L / 1P.
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